Career Paths: Lessons Learned by unknown
   
 
SPOTLIGHTfocus 
Lisa Wise graduated in 
"		*	 
(University of Cincinnati) and 
received her MCRP from 
Cal Poly in 2001. She is a 
principal at LWC - Lisa Wise 
Consulting, San Luis Obispo. 
1 Coopers & Lybrand is now 
Pricewaterhouse Coopers, 
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throughout my career. 
Lightbulb Moment










Change of Careers 
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Our connection to Cal Poly has been integral to our success. Since the 
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of our full-time staff and all four of our interns are Cal Poly graduates and 
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Looking Forward 





Figures 1 & 2 
Lisa Wise during a community workshop (above) 
in the participatory process toward the Tulare 
Downtown Concept Plan in 2008. 
